


































































rectifyingMSSC 6000

Affinity due the last day of class
11 59pm

Final Exam take home assigned last
day of class due Friday May 13 1159pm
Course Evaluations are open
Normal OH this week

1pm 2pm today in person

Topic 15 Neighborhoods in Continuous Space

In our MHS in continuous space that
need a tweak function we've used a

simple one

start with x x Xz Xd
in d dimensional space





































































s tweak x
X rid red rddd

where each ri is a uniform random
between t and I and di is a

predetermined scaling factor that determines
the max change allowed

In most of our examples the x and

y bounds were the same so we

used 8 82 0.1 a d 82 0.01 etc

In the
spring problem d 82 0.01

83 0.1

From now on assume di l and X J
s tweak x ra ri ord

2 d space

picks a pt in a squareEta

uniformly





































































What is the furthest that s

could be from x in the 2d case

In the corner which has distance V2

In 3D

Eigg
s c

x 1010,0

distance B

In Dimension d the furthest away
that s can be from x is Td

As dimension grows the tweaks can

be further and further away which isn't
good

One way to fix this
scale s down by a factor
of Id

Scales everything equal





































































Instead of picking a random

point in a square pick a

random point in a circle

You have to be very careful about
how

you randomly pick points in a

circle
FG FX

EI
Pick xeF I uniformly FF
then pick ye EFF Fx

bad demo

Epick
O e to 2m then 1

pick r e to I

EI Rejection Sampling
Pick a point uniformly in the square
If it's in the circle keep it otherwise





































































try again

How inefficient is this
Area of the 2D square 4
Area of the 2D circle H 3.14

The probability that a point in the

square is also in the circle is

I 75

The volume of the d dim cube us

the d dim square
d voldofphere vol of d cube

2 3.14 4 75
3 4.19 8 50
4 4.93 16 25
5 5.26 32
6 5.168 64
10 2.55 1024
20 0.03 1,048,576





































































rejection sampling can't work in

higher dimensions

Muller method Mullet method

Weird but it works
To pick points uniformly from a

d dimensional sphere

pick it Ma Md
each coordinate from a Gaussian
normal distribution with mean O
and std dev of I
Define norm fitmittadt
Define r Tuniform random

in to I
led

Define
jiff


